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I. INTRODUCTION 
The oapaoity of soils for supplying nutrient elements 
to plants is of groat iraportanoa to man. dthouf^h oonuner-
oial fertilizers can be used to supplement nutrient de~ 
fioiencies in soils, the visible supply of fertilisers is 
not large enough to oontlnously supply all of the nutrients 
for all of the plants grown. Fort\inately, most soils con­
tain a rather wide assortment of minerals, which upon 
weathering,.make their constituents available to plants. 
If the soil can supply nutrients to plaints in the oorreot 
proportions and qutintitiea, and at the right times, and 
if other factors are favo\u:'able, pl^mts will flourish. 
It is one of the aims of those interested in the study 
of soils to be able to evaluate the nutrient supplying 
potential of soils so that deficiencies can be foreseen 
and oorrectod. B'or this reason the release of bases from 
soils, particularly potassium, has been dealt with by 
numerous investigators. 
Recently more attention has been directed toward 
the mineralogical content of. soils. Improved methods 
have been devised to identify and quantitatively de­
termine the mineral constituents. Many of the studies 
of the primary minerals in soils have dealt with the 
heavy mineral group, some of the more resistant of these 
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being used aa mai'kers in the study of aoil profile 
devQlopmant, vJhile the rate with which the non-
exchangeahle ions are relea3<?d from the minex'ala con­
tained in the soil to the exohaiigsal:;le and/or plant 
available forms has been determined for mcuiy soils, 
little (luantitativQ information is available as to the 
role played by the individual minerals. The importtinoe 
of partiole size and base release from minerals has 
been recognized by many authors, but data on the sixbject 
are scanty. It has been laiown for some time that grinding 
certain minerals in water causes an iminediato and marked 
increase in the pH of the mixture. However, the rate 
at which this reaction continues is still in doubt, 
G-eologists have conducted numerous investigations 
concei'ning the stability relationships of minerals. 
I/iuoh of the work has been directed toward the hydro-
thermal synthesis tmd alteration of minerals, the pro­
cess being accelerated by the use of high pressures. 
Stability relationships have usually been estimated 
from optical observations, llineralogiats, aided by 
X-ray diffraction studies, have established the crystal 
form of most minerals and have improved the methods for 
their identification. I'lms knowledge of the minerals 
found in soils is increasing at a rapid pace. 
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Two important criteria uaed in the Glussification 
of soils tii*e soil texture i.ind geological orif^in of the 
deposits from which soils oi'e darivecT, In Iowa no 
mineralogioal data is avnilable f?hovyinf-; tho distribution 
of minerals in soil profiles, ^'ata obtained by the Iowa 
Geoloi^ical survey (35) indioate that there Is little 
difforenoG in the kind of minerals present in the various 
rieiatocene deposits encountered in lov/a. For inatai'joe, 
if the minerals present in the Clarion and Marshall «oils 
are similar, then the rroich hlf^her exchonf^eable potuasiuni 
in the Marshall series (29) (48) must be explained on 
some other basis. Mechanical aruilyses of these two 
soils ahov/ that the Clarion soil contains between 40 and. 
50 percent sand (4ff) whereas the Mfirshall soil contains 
very little, probably less then 10 percent sand. Thus 
the finer subdivision of the minerals present in the 
Marshall soil may be relatad to its high rate of release 
of potassium. However, the extent to which particle 
size and base release are related, has not been deter­
mined. 
In order to interpret mineralogical analyses of 
soils from a pedological viewpoint, information is 
necessary both as to the rate at which the various 
minerals decompose iind tho effect of subdivision on 
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this rate. Certain minerals, in the coarae sizes at 
least, ma.y release ions too slowly to contribute 
materially to plant needs. If this in the oase, a study 
of the deGomposition rato of various Minerals may show 
•which minerals should he most oarefully ohserved. 
The oh.^ect of this study is to determine the rate 
with v/hioh minerals release non-excyuingeahle hases to 
the exchangeable form and to determine the effect that 
partiole temperature find degree of base saturation 
have on this reaction. This information should be of 
value in the interpretation of mineralof^.ical and 
mechanical analyses of soils from both the fertility 
and profile develoiment sttindpoints, ''hile a solution 
to this entire problem is beyond the scope of this in­
vest Ig^it ion , it is hoped that this study may form a 
foundation for further research. 
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I I .  R K V I E W  O F  L I T E H M U R E  
A. Olassifioatlon and Striioture of Sllicato Minerals 
The silicate minerals form the largest proportion 
of the constituents of the earth's crust, £ind as such they 
have received a good deal of attention. Although the 
crystal structures of all of these minerals have not been 
completely determined, the majority of the common silicate 
minerals have "been intensively studied. Bragg (7) has 
summarized find sapplomonted the available information on 
crystal structure of silioato minerals up to 1937, Since 
that time the micas have been i\Lrthe!r investigated by 
Hendricks and Jefferson (36), Volk (57), and others. The 
clay minerals have been the object of numerous investigations 
and considerable information is now available concerning 
their properties find structure (21) (556). Recently, Bar shad 
(3) has identified a vermiculite-like mineral in California 
soils and has made a detailed study of the weathering 
chEvr act eristics of this mineral, 
A classification of minerals has been outlined by 
Dana (12) based on chemical composition and optical and 
physical properties, A brief outline of this classifica­
tion is presented in 'i'able 1, including tho common 
minerals of each division or group. Also included is a 
brief description of their crystal structure as outlined 
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"by Bragg (7). Information oonoerninfi; the clay mineral 
group v/ag obtained from Grim (21) and the kaolin division 
f^ivon "by Hona (12) v;as enlarged to include these minerals. 
Data on vermiculite was obtained from Barahad (2), 
Tahle 1 
TYPKS OF SILICATE MINERALS 
I Anhydrous Silicates 
Orthosilicates (R„SiOx), e.g. garnet, 
olivine, zircon, epiaote. The crystal 
lattice oonaiats of silica tetrahedra 
linked together through divalent bases, 
mainly Mn, Fe and Mg, 
Metasilioates (RSiO„), e.g, pyroxene and 
amphibole groups. The pyroxenes consist 
of silica tetrahea,ra linked in single 
chains, each silicon atom being linked to 
the succeeding one through oxygen bonds. 
The remaining oxygen bonds of the silica 
tetrahedra link the chains together through 
bases, each of which is surrounded by six 
oxygen atoms. The amphiboles are quite 
similar except that tv/o silica ohains are 
linked together directly and the pairs of 
silica chains are linked through bases as 
for t hs pyr0xene s. 
Disilicates (RSi 0-) and Polysilicates 
(RgSi Og), e.g.'^f&ldspars. The feldspars 
consist of frameworks of linked silica 
and alumina tetrahedi'a with the cations 
K, Mg, Ga, or Ba situated in the inter­
stices of the negatively charged frame­
work of tetrahedra, 
Subsilioates, e. g .  tourmaline and staurolite. 
These are basic salts mainly of A and B. 
The sti'ucturea vary. 
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Table 1 (continued) 
II Hydrous Silicates 
Zeolites, She struotiire of this group of 
minerals is similar to tho feldapars ex­
cept the ai'rangement of atoms is less 
oompaot and they contain loosely held 
v/at er. 
Mica Division, e.g. micas, chlorites and 
vormicjulite. These structures are based 
on a hexagonal netv/orlc of linked silicon-
oxygen tetrahedra. In the case of the 
micas two such layers are combined by 
octahedral co-ordination (about A 1, Mg, 
Fe, etc,) of their unshared oxygen and 
hydroxyl ions. K atoms at the centres 
of the 0 hexagons of the silica layers 
link successive sheets, each K atom 
neighboring IS 0 atoms. The Ghlorites 
differ in that they contain alteriiate 
mica-like and brucite-like layers. 
Barshad (3) indicates the structure of 
verraiculito closely reserables a Mg mica 
v^herein IC is replaced by Mg. 
Serpentine ond Talc Division, Serpentine 
may be an end member of the chlorite 
group, whereas Talc more closely resembles 
the micas. In talc the double sheets are 
neutral due to the replacement of the A1 
in tho mi ca structure by Si, 
Clay Mineral Division, 
1, Illite group. Structure similar to 
muscovite. 
S, Montmorillonite group, e.g, montmor-
illonite, beidellite Jind nontronite. 
These minerals are similar in structure 
to muscovite x^jut have an expanding 
lattice duo to the absence of bonds 
between adjacent silica sheets. 
3, Kaolinite group, e.g, kaolinite, dick-
ite and nacrite. Similar in structure 
to the montmorillonitG group except 
they contain but one silica sheet, the 
A1 sheet being balanced by OH ions. 
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B, l^edologio and Related Reaearoh 
I'he weathering of rooks and minerals has "been steadied 
by geologists and pedologiats. Tho geologist is intereatod 
in ^veathering as a measare of the goolo^^ical a{;,e of de­
posits and as an aid in the recognition of the ssouroe of 
secondai'y deposits. The pedologist is interested in 
weathering as it affects ooil-plant relationships, the 
physioa.l properties of soils and soil profile development. 
Although the aims of these two groups are toward different 
ends often their work is eompleraentary. 
Van Hlse (56) in 1904 made a thorough review of the 
Icnowledge of metamorphism to that time. Referring to 
musQOVite he said (56, p, 3^7): 
One of the most freq}iont alterations is that of 
hydration, a part of the potassium being replaced 
by hydrogen; or at the same time it may take up 
other "bases and thus the mineral may pass into 
vermioulito, a somewhat indefinite compound to 
which no formula oaj;] be assigned. 
Much of the literature dealing with the release of 
bases from minerals prior to 1905 has been summarized 
by Oamcron and Bell (10). In general it was found that 
aside from the initial release caused by grinding, the 
silicate minerals wore too stable to be used as fer-
tili'zers without additional treatment, 
Cameron and Bell (10) were probably the earliest 
workers in soils to \ise elcotrodialysia as a means of 
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atudying mineral 'brealcdovxi • i'hey dlalyzed a few minerals 
for 2 weeks with a ijotential of 40 volta .-.nd for 8 more 
weelca at 80 volts. Theix* data areoontaixiQd in table 3. 
Table 2 
Jilleotrodialysis Data of Camei^on and Bell (10, p.28) 
Mineral Base I'otal ^\inoiuat rag base release in 
Determined of base 
present First Hoxt tost 





129 • 6 .5 .9 
96 1.1 1.3 3.3 
281 4,9 2.9 3.8 
395 8,2 5.7 5.5 
They also studied the offeot of dilute solutions, about 
1 peroent oonoentration of potassium chloride and sodium 
nitrate, on the release of bases from minerals using 
water as a oheck. The ratio of mlnoral to water was 
1:100. I'he mixtiires were kept in sealed paraffin 
cylinders for 14 months. In the oases of orthoolase and 
musoovite they found that more aoid was required to 
neutralize the bases released from the water-mineral 
oheoks than from either salt solution, 'i'he sodium nitrate 
solutions rcqixired the least acid. With albite the 
differenoe between the check and salt treatments was 
even more pronounced. In the case of hornblende the 
sodium ohloride solution required moot aoid for neutral-
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Ization follov/ed by potassium chloride, sodium nitrate 
and water in that order, No explanation for these 
differences v/aa offered. The hornblende raixturea were 
shaken. 
Blanck (4) as reported by Weniaon, Fry and Gile 
(14) came to the following conclusions concerning 
muscovite txnd biotite : 
1, Muscovite ats well as biotite releases potash 
to plants, and both are as well adapted for 
supplying potash as potash feldspar, 
E, The release of potash to plants by inuscovite 
is in opposition to the prevailing opinion as 
to the capacity of this minerfi], to weather, 
pointing, as it does, to an actual weathering. 
This appears to consist in removal of potash 
but with preservation of the external physical 
properties of the mineral, 
DeTurk (15) conducted experiments using potassivun 
bearing minerals as fertiliaers and concluded that their 
solubility in water was very slight. Hov/ever, ammonium 
chloride and decomposing alfalfa caused some Increase 
in the potassium released. It was assumed that ammonia 
was produced as a decomposition product from the alfalfa 
and so these treatments were rolotod , 
Bouyoucos (5) ground numerous rocks and minerals 
and found that while the first water extraction produoed 
considerable salts, subsequent extractions at intervals 
up to 100 days contained but few. Incubation at 63 
11 
degrees G. for 95 days caused "big increases in salts in 
solution e:xoQpt for shale and kaoljnite. Steam pressure 
of 26 pounds for 8 hours v/as also found to be very 
effective for releasing salts. He did not find that 
other salt solutions used as weathering agents had any 
appreciable effect. The salts released were measured by 
a freezing point depression method. Bouyoucos believed 
that solution was the main factor in the production of 
salts at ordinary temperatures, whereas hydrolysis be­
came more important at higher temperatures. 
Vandecaveye (55) found that manure extract with or 
without dilute mineral acids (.01 to .02 H.) caused a 
marked increase in the release of potassium from 
orthoclase and alunite. Sterilization, very dilute 
acids (less tha,n .OB.H,), calcium carbonate and calciujn 
sulfate did not increase the iiuantity of water soluble 
potassium that could De extracted from tlieae minerals. 
Clarice (11, p. 099) in an extensive treatment of 
the data available on geochemistry states; 
Muscovite, under ordinary conditions, is one of 
the least alterable of minerals. The feldspar of 
a grtinite may be completely Jcaolinized, while the 
embedded plates of mica retain their brilliancy 
almost unchanged. 
He further states (11, p. 299): 
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irnlilce muocovite, biotita and phlot^opito alter 
easily, and pasa into a sQrie?.: of apparently 
indefinite Gubstauci^ <5 icnov/n o.b ' vcmioulitos". 
The change, however, is very simple, ^nd con-
sistb merely in the repluoernent of the alkaline 
nietala hy hydro^^en, with aasiimption of addition­
al, loosely combined water. From the typioal 
ferromagnesium micas the following derivatives 
are thus formed: 
From Algt^ig^imSigO^g - - AlgMe^H^SigO^g.^HgO 
AOJv'ig^KHgSi^O^g - - AlMgaHgSigO^g.SIIgO 
V/inoholl (61) studied the mica group in some detail 
and postulated that atomic v'olumes are the primary con­
sideration in the replacement of ions in the crystal 
lattice. Only those ions with similar atomic volumes 
are interohangeable, e.g. oxygen, hydroxyl, clilorine 
and fluorine ions in the mioas. 
Breazeale and Magistad (8) in a study of orthoolas© 
found that the solubility varied with, (1) the origin of 
the. sample, (S) pau'ticle size and, (55) ratio of mineral 
to water in the incubation mixture. They found that 
the treatment of orthoclase with a basio solution caused 
an increase in its exchange capacity whereas an acid 
treatment had the opposite effect. Heat caused the 
deatruotion of these exchange properties 'bu-t this could 
be counter-acted by troatmf;nt ^vith an alkali solution. 
They thought that potassium v/as hydrolyzed from ortVioolase 
in a manner similar to the hydi'olysis of zeolites and 
that it was not a strict solubility relationship. They 
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proposed that the hydrolysis of orthoclase rasultad in 
the formation of potassium hydroxide, which in turn com-
•binod with aluminum oxide to form potassium alurainate. 
Their samples may have contained some miorocline hut 
they did not distinguish "between orthoclase tind mioro-
Gline, 
Deniaon, Fry and G-ile (14) stadied the alteration 
of musQOvite and "biotite in eleven soil profiles ob­
tained from the region of the Piedmont Plateau. 'L'hey 
found that average soil muscovito differed from average 
fresh musoovite in heing 3.o\ver in potassium tJnd higher 
in Y^ter, Average soil biotite contained more alumina, 
ailioa and water and less magnesium, potassium and iron 
than average fresh "biotite, She smaller mica fragments 
•were altered more th;an the larger ones. 'I.'hey did not 
think that alteration of the mioaa ia aoooraplished 
simply by the replacement of potassium by li^i-drogen. They 
presented evidence to show that alteration proceeds In 
such a manner that ultimately Icaolinite in formed. 
The data of Denison and associates (14) indicate 
that the composition of the mica is relatively conattint 
above the lower C horizon of the soil. However, the 
(quantity of mica present diminishes with depth an(3 a 
corresponding increase in the kaolinite content occurs. 
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Judging from the relative abundance of minerals through­
out the profile they hGlievo that the loss of mica has heen 
proportionately greater than the losa of other minerals. 
Whereas the percentage of mioa decreases as the surface 
is approached the greatest decrease occurs in the trans­
ition from the G to B horizons# This difference is more 
pronounced in the soils shov/itig greatest profile develop­
ment. They were of the opinion that some socondary mus-
covite may be formed in the B - C transition layer 
accounting for this sudden increase. This may also ex­
plain that in a few profiles the ratio increases in the 
B - 0 transition layer although in most profiles the ratio 
of museovite to "biotite is relatively constant. 
In most of the profiles vstudled by Denison and oo-
workers (14) the potash content of biotite was about 
4 percent, v/'iereas it varied from 1 to 8 percent for 
muscovite, The presorice of secondary muscovlte in 
variable quantities in different profiles could be res­
ponsible for this wide range in potash content. They 
conclude that the rates at which muscovite luid biotite 
decompose in the soil are very similnr, 
Stevens (51) ground several alumino-sllicates under 
water in a nitrogen atmosphere. He found that these 
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minerals hydrolyzed to give characteristic una rcpro-
duoihle pH values. He suggested that pH coulci ho used 
as a measure of the v/eatherinf, qualities of minerals. 
Yolk (58) studied the fixation of potassium in a 
heavily fertilized soil for which only half of the 
potassium added over a period of 50 years could he 
accounted for by orop removal or as heing present in 
the available form. He postulated that muscovite was 
formed in the colloidal fraction, 
Tojiira (54) carried on experiments v/ith potassium 
feldspar, muscovite and other minerals and observed the 
effect of grinding in benzene and in vmter. Judging 
from tVie similarity of the behavior of muscovite nnd 
feldspar he thought that the crystal lattice of the 
feldspar may have been rearranged in water to that of 
musco vi be, 
Alexander and Byers (1) ball milled and electro-
dialysed anorthite. Grinding increased both the moisture 
content of the sample at 110 degrees C, and the ignition 
loss. This evidence, together with the X-ray pattern, 
indicated to them that halloyeite was a product formed 
although some of the anorthite X-ray pattern v/as still 
evident. By eiectrodialyzing the ground mineral, followed 
by drying, regrinding and electrodialyKing at intervals 
the oalcsium oxide contcnt of anorthite was reduced from 
16 
17 to 2 poroent and the water content inorea:;;ed f-'om 0 to 
1 8 . p e r c e n t ,  
Kelley aiad Jenny (27) studied the relation of oryatal 
structure and base exchange of pure ininorala and its bear­
ing on base exchange in ooils. Oi'thoclafje, four plaf^ioclase 
feldspars, biotite and muscovite all showed increaaes in 
base exohsinge capaoities with grinding. For biotite ;:md 
muscovite the increase was eaual to the uotaaoium released. 
V.'hereaa biotite released about the same number of ions of 
magnesium as of potassium, the magnesitun released did not 
increase the exchange oayaeity, Ohlorite iind proohlorite 
ahoweo some increase in exchange properties on grinding 
whereas talc, bauxite and quartz did not, although talc 
released a considerable timount of magne^.liiua. The exchange 
capacity of both Icaolinite and pyrophylllte increased many 
times, whereas that of bentonite was only doubled, The 
colloids from the Oecil and Yolo soil series increaaed in 
exchange capacities on grinding from 17 and 67 milli-
eqiiivalents per hundred grnxas to 151 and 166, respectively, 
• BueVirer and V/illiams (9] studied the effect of di­
lution on the pH of various soil minerula. Their research 
Indicated that in the case of the alumino-silicate minerals 
the equilibrium pH of the resulting mixtures decreased to­
ward a constant minimum value with dilution. Repeated 
washing of the minerals also caused a marked decrease in 
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the pH of the successive vjaahings. Bentonite was the only 
exception in tioth instances, 'ihoy considered that thoir 
data may "be indicative of continuous break-down of these 
silicate minerals, 
Jeffries and V/hite ( 33, 34) investigated the mineral-
ogical composition of a Hageratown profile. The feldspars 
constituted from 7 to 46 percent of the total sands. The 
parent dolomitic rock contained a small amount of v/eathered 
orthoclase and considerable microcline. The orthoclase 
disappeared within tv;enty inches of the parent rook, A 
material similfir to a plagioclase feldspar coated some of 
the microcline particles and as the surface of the profile 
was approached sodium apptirently replaced calcium in this 
material. The sand fraction contained 7,6 percent feldspars 
in the surface horizon and K6.5 percent feldspars in the 
lower B horizon. 
Oorrens and Von Engleha3?dt (12) quantitatively followed 
the decomposition of a pulverized potash feldspar (adularia). 
They leached the fractionated mineral with solutions at 
various hydrogen ion concentrations and found that 2 liters 
of these solutions with pH values of 3, 6,6 and 11 removed 
18,H, 9.6 and 14,2 percent respectively of the original 
potash content. The less than 1 micron fraction released 
twice as much potash as the 3 to 10 micron fraction when 
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about 2 liters of solution wero leached through them. 
Raisin;^ the temi)e.ratare from 30 to 40 dogreea oontigrade 
more than doubled the amoniit of potash reloaaed from the 
less than 1 mioron fraction. They proposed that the feld­
spars go into solution in ionic form, A thin hull of fairly 
constant thicJ'rnesg apparently is formed around the un-
v;eathered portion of the particles. The composition of this 
hall depends on the pH of the solution. The ratio of silica 
to alumina in this residual layer was never obaorved to be 
less than 5. The diffusion of potasaium iona into this 
residual layer v/aa thought to be of the order of magnitude 
of diffusion in solid bodies. 
Correns and Von Englehardt (IE) found that reduction of 
particle size and elevation of temperature accelerated the 
decomposition rate of the mineral bixt did not seem to alter 
the composition of the residual layer. They calculated the 
volume of solution at various hydrogen ion concentrationa 
that would be required to oomplotoly dissolve a given 
quantity of feldspar. 'Phey suggest that the regrowth of 
minerals may take place in very dilute ionic solutions and 
at ordinary temperatvxes in a manner similar to the formation 
of the residual layer, 
Jaolcfjon and I'nxog (30) ground microcline, talc, quartz 
and several of the clay minerals to a very fine degree of 
subdivision. Practically all of the bases could then bo 
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replaced "by neu.tral, normal animonium acetate aol^ition and 
both silloa and alumina be came nuite soluble in very dilute 
aoida, dilute aodium carbonate solution ond neutral suit 
solutions. Apparently prolonged grinding disrupted the 
more stable valenoo bond relationships in the silioates, 
Graham (18, 19, 20) conducted a series of investigations 
of some of the primary minerals commonly found in soils. He 
(18) separated the silt fraction of several ground pure min­
erals, leached them with .001 K hydrochloric acid and in­
cubated them in a 4 percent suspension of hydrogen aaturated 
Fatnam colloid, I'he pH of the suspension increased for all 
of the minerals sttidied except for ciuartz. Biotite, micro-
cline and augito reached almost stable and similar pH values 
within 31 days. Anortliito increased the pH of the mixture 
much more than did the other minerals and had nob reached 
a maximum pH in 107 days. Hornblende occupied iin inter­
mediate position. Hydrolysis of the minerals accounted for 
a very small portion of the bases released. In iinother ex­
periment on the weathering of anorthite, ^raham (19) noted 
several colloidal organic acids were almost as effective as 
hydrogen aaturated bentonite in removing oalcium. He (20) 
later proposed a fertility rating of soils baaed on the 
abundance of feldspars and certain heavy minerals in the 
4 
sand and silt fraction a. 
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/vlexfinaer, KondrloJiis and Faust (2) foiincl that gibbalte 
is cont;aj .nec l  in tho primary weathering products from aluminous 
hornblende, plagioolaao feldspar, epidote and biotite. They 
postulatod that reailication of gilibaite to form kaolinite 
oan take place when aluraino-Bilioate rflinerala weather. This 
reailioation probably ooours within a fo'w oentimetera of the 
rook aurfaoe, Their observations are somewh-at similar to 
those of Oorrens tmd Von Englehardt (12), irarriaon (25), 
Hardy and Rodrigues (Si5,24) previously had reported the 
presence of gibbsite in tho weathering* produots of several 
alurnino-silioate minerals. 
Hijjnbert and Marshall (27) oonduoted a comprehenEiive 
minoral0{>i0al and ohemioal investigation of two rcEjidual 
soils developed from aoid and basic i^neoua rooks in 
Missouri, They found that some of the more easily weathered 
minerals persist in the surfaoG layers imd suggest that it 
may be related to their original size. Considerable second­
ary quartz was present in the upper horizons of the residual 
diabase profile whereas little, if tmy, was present in the 
profile derived from granite. The principal clay mineral 
present in both profiles appeared to be beidellito and 
leaser iimounts of micaceous minerals. 
IMmbert tind Marshall (27) suggest that there are three 
ohemioal v/eathering forces, water, oai'bonic acid and oxygen. 
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which act almaltanoously, the earbonio aoid roiid oxygon 
"being disaolvocl in the water. The structure of the mineral 
should determine the extent to which ohetnioal woatheriiig 
talcea plaoe, the ions in the loss compact structures being 
more aocQssible to water. The calcium feldspars weather 
more rapidly than the potash feldsp^a possibly due to their 
higher unit charge. The replacement of metals by Iiydrogen 
or the oxidation of forrous iron to the ferric state, 
accompanied by the addition of an hydroxyl ion, may cause 
the disruption of the crystal lattice in mtmy cases. 
Although the pyroxenes tond amphiboles have very dense 
structures they have numerous cracks along the cleavage 
planes which facilitate the penetration of water, Cribbsite 
did not appear to be formed in the diabase profile, 
Reitemeier and co-v/orkera (47) studied the release of 
non-exchangeable potassium by several methods. Correlation 
bet\veen the release of potassium by two years of continuous 
ladino clover growth, SO days of elcctrodialysis, a modified 
lileubauer method procedure, and digestion in normal boiling 
nitric acid for 10 minutes, wore highly significant. The 
relationship between the release of potassium by the olover 
and electrodialysis treatments was in the same order of 
magnitude and more precise. 
2E 
0, Mothods of Studying the Weathering of Minerals 
and Mineral Stabiliby Relationships 
Several methodg have been employed in determining 
the rates v/ith which minerals v/eather. Wjmy geologists 
have inveatigated the alteration and synthesis of minerals 
at hif^h temperatures and preasiirea usually in the presenoe 
of water, with varying degreoa of £?uooesa, Morey and 
Ingerson (43) have summarized much of the literature on 
this subject prior to 19£57 and it v/ill not bo dealt v/ith 
here. 
JCleotrodialysis v/as one of the earliest quantitative 
measures tised in the study of v;eathering, Cameron and 
Bell (10) had a simple eleotrodialyais oell made up of a 
glass oontainer in which a smaller porous c^up was placed, 
•AnotVier porous cup was placeci inside the first porous oup 
to act as the anode ohambor. The i aterial to be dialyzod 
•was placed in the ocntral chamber and the cathode Y;as 
located in the outer ohambor. They electrodialyzed ground 
minerals using a potential of 40 and 80 volts turid found 
that bases were removed from orthoclaae, musoovite, horn­
blende and serpentina, I'he total amount of baseg removed 
increased in the order tlie minerals are vjritten but with 
time the rate of removal decreased. 
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Mattson (41) cLeisi^^nea an eleotrodialysis cell divided 
into 2 coinp!:irtments by two parclunent membranes. Employing 
a potential of 220 volts? in his electrodialysis apparatus 
he found that 42 hours were required bo remove as many 
bases as could be removed by a normal ammonium aoetate 
solution. The oations v^ere removed in the following order; 
Ga, Ka and IC; Mg; Al, "Kn and Fe, Mg behaved like A1 und 
Fe and did not migrate to any appreciable extent until the 
pH of the central oompoi'tmcnt of the eleotrodialysia cell 
was rediiced by the migration of other strong bases, I-Simfeld 
and ilben (28) found that the potential employed during 
electrodialysia could bo dropped to 50 to 55 volts with 
only a slight increase in the time of operation. The 
lower voltage resulted in a decreased heating effect. 
Hall (22) developed a method of electrodialysia 
whereby the mixture to be dialyzed is placed between two 
platinum electrodes iind continuously or intermittently 
leached. /Vlternating current with a freouency of betv/een 
,02 and .5 cycles per second iind a potential of 90 to 110 
volts v/as found to be most satisfactory as this prevented 
the accumulation of the products, ilcid treated ciiiartz 
sand was used as a filler to improve the infiltration 
capacity of tihe mixture, This method provided useful in­
formation regarding the mechanism of clay movement in the 
yA 
soil profile and may provide a means of atadylng clay form­
ation, 
Stevens (fil, 5^) suggested that the pH of ground 
siliCQ.te minerals oould bo used as a measuro of their 
weathering qualities. The minerals v/ere ground under water 
for S minutes in a nitrogen atmosphere and the pH of the 
mixture waa determined. The results were ciuite reproduc-
ihle but considerable vtiriation was evident betv^een differ­
ent sample3 of the same mineral. Of the minerals observed 
musoovite, biotite and orthoclaae showed the lowest pH 
values and hornblende, augite Jind pyroxene, the highest, 
Steidtmann (50) compared the effect of weathering 
and hot solutions on the alteration of roolcs and did not 
find much relationship between the two processes, Weather­
ing removes constituents in decreasing amounts in the order 
listed: lime, magnesia, soda, potash, silica, iron arid 
alumina. In very basic igeous rocks magnesia may be lost 
faster than lime. leith and Mead (39) observed the same 
relationship but placed soda ahead of magnesia, They 
pointed out that magnesia .-and iron show Ifirge fluctiiations 
in the amounts removed. 
Groldioh (17) proposed a mineral-stability series in 
weathering based on the changes in composition of partially 
weathered and unweathered rock as revealed by chemical 
B5 
and mineralogiGal analyses. Tliis series la presantQd in 
TalDle f5 (17, Table 18, p. 56). 
Table H 











Goldich pointed out that his stability aeries is the Qxaot 
reverse of Bowen's (6) reaction series, The reaction 
series of Bowen indicates tho stability of minerals under 
the equilibrium conditions which prevailed when igneous 
rock-forming minerals were crystallized. Goldich states 
(17, p. 56); 
Perhaps the differential between equilibrium con­
ditions at the time of formation and those exist­
ing at the surface govern tho order of stability. 
Petti,lohn (45) tabulated data conoerning the per­
sistence of heavy minerals in partially weathered deposits 
of various geologic ages and found complete agreement with 
Goldich's stability series. He proposed the addition of 
twenty heavy minerals to the series and lists their order 
of stability, Smithson (49) also compileil a more inclusive 
E6 
stalDllity soriea than the one proposed "by Goldich which 
rotiglily a,<?i ' 0ad  with Pebtijolin's series, 
Marshall and Jeffries (40) presented a detailed pro­
cedure suitable for nieohariioal and mineralogioal analyses 
of soila, I'hey included a section designed to help 
Interpret the results obtained from these analyses. 
Graham (19) suggested the use of liydrogen saturated 
colloid as a weathering agent for minerals. He estimated 
that it v;as about 100 times more effective than the 
hydrolylic action of water, 
Jaclcson and associates (31) proposed a v /eathering 
sequence for minerals of clay size that are found in soils. 
Their series is in agreement with Goldich's stability 
series and that of Petti^ohn except they extended It to 
cover the clay minerals and several other raineralo found 
in soils. They suggooted 12 weathering stages in their 
sequence, each stage being the resultant of intensity 
factors and capacity factors, and also characterized by 
the presence of certain minerals, I'hey postulated that 
a diatrlbution curve of the olay size minerals should re­
veal the stage of v/eathoring of a sample, 
Jeffries (32) Ima made a preliminary report on a 
method of recognizing the essential minerals in soils 
using an X-ray spectrometer, The X-ray diffraction pattern 
87 
of the aamplQ unclor invoablgation ia (Compared to standard 
patteras of the difforent mlDfTfals. He fraggeated that 
weathering prooessas in the soil may "be studied by follow-
in,^, the Ghan^?:e in mineral diatrilMtion with deorease in 
pai'ticle size. 
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III. MATERIALS METHODS 
A, Selection of Minerals 
Kay and Graham (35) have auminerized the mineralogical 
data available for the Pleistocene deposits of Iowa, These 
analyses indicate that the feldspar's, amphiboles, pyroxenes 
and micas, are among the commoner primary silicate minerals 
encountered. In general the distribution of minerals with­
in the different Pleistocene deposits of Iowa shows a 
marked similarity. Although local variations in mineral 
content are encountered within each major deposit, no con­
sistent variation within any one deposit was observed. 
There is no data available showing the distribution of 
minerals in Iowa soils although the geological origin of 
the parent material is an important criteria in the establish­
ment of soil series. 
As the feldspars, amphiboles, pyroxenes and micas are 
Jcnown to be oommon constituents of the Pleistocene deposits 
in Iowa and many other localities, this study has mainly 
been limited to these minerals. A specimen of olivine was 
included as a representative of the orthosilicate group of 
minerals. As the potassium-bearing minerals are so important 
to soil fertility, the selection was preferentially weighted 
with these minerals. The pure mineral samples were obtained 
from Wards Natural Science Establialiment of New York. 
S9 
Talkie 4 contains a list of the mixierals investigated 
showin(^ their division in the classification scheme out­
lined in table 1, their theoretical composition, place of 
origin and specific gravity. Except for hornblende the 
compoaition and specific gravity data v/ore obtained from 
Dana (13). The composition of hornblende was obtained 
from Bragg (7), 
Teble 4 
Clsssificetion, Composition, Origin and Specific Gravity 
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2.57-2 .60  
2 .76-3  
2.78-2.85 
2.7-3.1 
Except for tlie composition of hornblende, these compositions and specific gravity 
values were obtained from Dana{l3)* composition of hornblende -was reported 




B, Fraotlonatlon of the Miiierals 
All of the minerals listed in table 4, exoeiDt the mioaa, 
were crushed in a Jaw-type crusher and farther reduced in 
si20 in a diao pulverizer, The mioas were aplit into sheets 
aiid out into pieoea about one square centimeter in area. All 
of the minerals were pulveriised for four or five days in a 
porcelain ball mill v/ith quartzite balls, 
^Uhe ground minerala were separated s\iocessively at the 
following approximate diameters in water using Stolces' Law 
for the calculation of settling time cmd the average 
specific gravity reported in table 4, 20,0, 15.5, 11,0, 
6,5, 2,0 and O.S microns, The separations above 2 microns 
were accomplished by shaking the ground mineral in water 
and syphoning off the finer particles at the proper time, 
Fractionation at the 0,S micron level v/aa effected in a 
Sharpies' aupercentrifage running at a speed of 26000 
revolutions per minute and delivering 850 milliliters of 
suspension per minute at about 26 degrees 0, As every 
mineral api)eared to undergo some mechanical breakdovai due 
to shaking, decJintation was continued until the rate of 
"breakdown was relatively constant. Even after 20 
decantations at the 3 micron level the breakdovai of biotite 
persiated, The fraction of each mineral less than 3 microns 
in diameter v^as passed through the aupercentrifage nine to 
32 
eleven times, 
Ho aisperaing agent was uaecL in the fractionation. 
Only labradorite and hornblende wowld not remain dispersed 
on shaking, Labradorite floooulated v;hen first placed in 
water but after syphoning off the supernatent liquid a fev/ 
times good dispersion was obtained. In the case of horn­
blende separations at 20 and 15.5 microns were the only 
ones made, and it was noted that the pH of the solution 
was still above 8,5 - 9,0 after 16 decantations, 
Mioroaoopic examination of the 30 to 15,5 micron 
fraction of all minerals except the micas and hornblezide, 
showed that some particles between 20 and iiO microns in 
diameter still remained. These larger particles were for 
the most part long and slender. The size range for the 
three mica samples appeared to be about 60 to 30 miorona 
and for hornblende, E5 to 2 microns. The 11 to 6,5 micron 
fraction cheolced very well except the upper limit for the 
micas appeared to be about 26 microns sind the lower limit 
about 12 microns. An appreciable quantity of this fraction 
of muscovite v;as as small as 1 micron. Only the upper size 
limit of the 2 to 0,2 micron fractions was cheolced.. In all 
oases except for biotlte the fractionation appeared to be 
effected at 2 microns, Biotite contained some flakes as 
lai'ge as 6 niiorons, but as this sample was shaken and syphoned 
32 
20 times, it is vmlikely that this o o u l d  'oe attributed 
to inadequate fraotionation. It apooara that numerous 
very thin plates were split off in the sha.lcinf^ treatment 
of the hiotite. 
C, Experimental Methods 
1, Effect of Particle Size on Base Release 
The method xiaed in the atady of the relationship of 
particle size and "base release from minerals vms a modif­
ication of a method used by Graham (19)* He used an acid 
clay suspension as a weathering agent for primai'y minerals. 
In this study it was thought that a method could "be devised 
to more nearly approximate soil conditions and also 
eliminate any release of bases that might be caused by 
shaking the mineral-colloid mixture, 7\coordingly, duplicate 
samples of the fractionated minerals v/ere treated as follows: 
(l)mixed v/ith hydrogen saturated bentonite; (2) leached v/ith 
neutral, molar ammoniwn acetate; (3) resaturated with 
hydrogen using .05 M, acetic acid, and (4) allowed to stand 
in a Immid incubation chamber. The leaohing and resatura-
tion with hydrogen wore repeated at intervals, 
Porcelain filtering crucibles with medium porous bottoms 
and a capacity of 40 cubic centimeters v;ere used to contain 
the sample mixtures. It was necessary to add some filtering 
aid to the bentonite •'mineral mixtures. Acid washed quartz, 
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11 to 50 microns in diameter, proved to bo satisfactory. 
A mixture of 4 grama of mineral, 4 grams "bentonite and 
6 grams qua3:'t!i:; was found to have reasonable filtering 
ciualitiea. Aboi\t 1 gram of 11 to 50 micron quartz was first 
placed in the bottom of the crucibles succeeded by the min-
eral-bentonite-quartz mixture, Approximately 4 grams of the 
acid washed quartz which was retained between 10 end 60 meah 
screens, was placed on top, A small filter paper was wedged 
in over the contents to prevent the sample being disturbed 
during leaching oporationo. The blanks were treated sim­
ilarly except the mineral was replaced by an additional 4 
grams of quartz. 
Each incubation chamber consisted of a well insulated 
outer wooden box which contained a second copper box, The 
samples wore placed on open shelves in the copper box and 
a l£irge pan of distilled water v/as placed on the bottom to 
decreago evaporation from the samples. Two identical in­
cubation chambers were used and these were stored in a con­
stant temperature room with ari average temperature of 26 
degrees G, 
A supply of "Volclay" bentonite v/as obtained from the 
American Colloid Company, It was dispersed in water and 
allovjed to settle for several days to allov/ the impurities 
to settle. The supernatant suspension was then saturated 
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with hydrogen by slov/ly passing it through a coluinn con­
taining the e3cchan/^G resin "Ainberlite", a method recommended 
by Stout (53). The hydrogen satixrated bentonite suspension 
had most of the water removed by suction throu^jh a porous 
container and finally was dried on a hot plate, I'he dried 
bentonite was then ball milled for short periods and the 
material less than 100 messh was removed by dry sieving, 
The exchange capacity of the bentonite was determined by 
titrating the hydrogen replaced from the hydrogen saturated 
colloid by neutral, normal barium acetate. It v/as found to 
be 7E milH-eequivalents per 100 grams. 
It v/ould have been desirable to leach the samples with 
a dilute acid and thus avoid the introduction of the ammonium 
ion. In a series of experiments with acetic acid it v;as 
found that 1500 milliliters of normal acetic acid were re­
quired to displace as much calcim from a bentonite-quartz 
mixture contained in a filtering cinicible aa was removed by 
500 milliliters of normal (ammonium acetate, The solvent 
action of this concentration of acetic acid precluded its 
use, 
Two silt fractions from each of the minerals except 
hornblende, and the coarse clay fraction of all minerals 
were investigated in this experiment. The fractions sel­
ected were those pox'tions of the minerals between the 
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approximate diametora listed in table 5, jilaeh of the 
ammonium acetate leaohates were analyzed for the principal 
basoG likely to be present. The aoetio acid leachatoij 
were disoarded except after the third leaching at 70 days. 
Table 5 








and olivine 20-15.5 11-6.5 2-0.2 
Hornblende 26-2 - less than 2 
Kuacovite 
and phlogopite 50-30 25-6.5 2-0.2 
Biotite 50-00 25-6,5 6-0.2 
2, Effect of Qa;H Ratio on Base Release 
This experiment was designed to study the relationship 
between the rate of base release from minerals and different 
degrees of calcium saturation of the exchange complex. The 
method employed was the same as that of the preceding ex­
periment except for tlie substitution of the following leach­
ing solutions for the .06 M. acetic acid: (1) ,05 I.:, acetic 
acid and ,05 M.oalciura acetate solution, (2) ,05 M,acetic 
acid and 0,1 M» calcium acetate solution, (0) ,05 M, calcium 
acetate solution. These treatments will be referred to 
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heroafter as the 1:1 Ca;H, E;1 Ga:H and Oa saturated treat­
ments, reapectively. 
The coarse clay fraotioris of all of the minerals were 
used in this experiment for the 1;1 Oa:H treatment, i'or tho 
2:1 Oa:H and the oaloium saturated treatments the experiment 
•was restricted to miorooline, muaoovite, biotite, albite and 
augite. The preoecling experiment on particle size included 
hydrogen saturated bentonite and as all of the samples were 
loaohcd at the same time intervals in both experiments these 
samples were not repeated in this experiment. For purposes 
of evaluating bentonite as a weath'-ring agent, 4 gram 
ssjnplea of the clay size fraction of each of the minerals 
were mixed with 10 grawig of the 11 to 50 micron qiiartz and 
received the same treatment aa was uaed in the experiment 
on particle size, 
2, Effect of 'Jemperature on Base Release 
The effect of temperature was observed on the coarse 
clay fractions of microclino and muacovite. The samples 
worn treated the some as in tVie particle si ae experiment 
except for the temperature of incubation. TAiplicate samples 
of each mineral were inoirbated at 7, 16 and 41 degrees 0, 
in deaiooators partially filled with distilled water. In 
this experiment the samples appeared to have a higher 
moisture content thtin the ScUnploa contained in the larger 
incubators. 
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4, Effect of I'^lectrodialyBls on Baae Release 
Tho effect of eleotrodialysls was observed on the 
ooarae clay fractions of microcline, rauscovite, biotite 
and olivine. In this experiment 8 grams of each mineral 
fraction was wrapped in a filter paper and placed in a 
filtering crucible, (l)hey were leached with 1 liter of 
molar ammonium acetate previous to dialysis in order to 
a.isplace tho exchangeable ions which might be present, 
The dialysis apparatus consisted of four similar 
units. The anode and cathodes consisted of oiroular plat­
inum and copper wires respectively, one end of each being 
sealed into a glass tube. In each case they were connected 
to the electrical circlut by a mercury junction, I'he cathode 
chamber consisted of a 250 ml, beaker vdth an opening in the 
side about B inches from the bottom, The anode ch««nber was 
a 40 ml, filtering crucible with a porous bottom. It was 
lengthened to about 6 inches by joining a glass tube of the 
SMie diameter to it by means of a wide rubber band. The 
anode chamber was closed with a 2 hole stopper which con­
tained the anode aiid tv;o glass tubes. The apparatus was 
suspended by clamps from four ring stands. The cathode 
chamber was suspended over a 1 litre beaker. The cathode 
was plaoed in the bottom of the chamber and encircled tho 
bottom of the anode chamber, Tho distance between the anode 
and cathode in cach case was very nearly tho same - about 
E inches. Distilled v/ater was slowly admitted to the anode 
chamhcr containing the samplQ, throu^ijh a ^>lasa tube inserted 
in the stopper of the anode chamber and excess water was re­
moved by an outlet tube. It was not neoessai'y to add v/ater 
to the cathode chamber as diffusion and/or electrophoresis 
provided ample overflow. A potential of approximately 100 
volts was maintained and the cathode chamber v/ag cleaned 
out at intervals of 7 days# The experiment was oai-ried on 
for 5 weeks, 
D. Analytical Procedures 
1, Total Bases 
To determine total bases the 2 to .2 rAicron fractions 
of each of the mineraln and an unfractionated portion were 
treated with hydrofluoric aold using a method described by 
Willard ajad Diehl (59, p. S76), Iron, aluminum and mangan­
ese were removed according to Willard and Furman (60, p. 394} 
and the filtrate concentrated to a imown volume. Calcium 
was prooipitated in an aliquot by the standard oxalate pro­
cedure (60) and titrated with standard potassium permangan­
ate, Magnesium was precipitated as the dibasic phosphate 
and completed volumetrically (44:). Potasaiuin was determined 
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Qoiorimetrioally on a frerjh aliquot "by the dipicrylaniine 
method (38) after the ammoni\im gaits wero destroyed, SoCiliom 
was preciviitated as sodium mai^ueKiura uranyl acetate and 
\7elghQd aooording to the procedure outlined by Peoch and 
associates (44). k separate sample was used for aodium 
witho\it having the sesq.ux-03:idea removed, 
'Z, Ji^xohanpieable Bases 
The ammonium acetate and other extracts were analyzed 
as outlined by Poeoh and associates (44, p. 8). They were 
taken to di'ynesa, treated va,th a mixtui'e of hydrochloric 
and nitric acids, transferred to 50 ml. beakers, evaporated 
to dryness, ignited in a furnace controlled at 400 degrees 
0. and taken up in 25 ml, of 0.1 nitric acid, 
I'he ma,3or bases contained in each solution were de­
termined on aliquot solutions by the follo\\lng methods: 
Potassium by the dipicrylamine method outlined by Lawton 
(08); sodium by the mioromethod outlined by Peach and 
associates (44) except the precipitated sodium magnesium 
uranyl acetate v/as weighed; calcium by the. oxalate method 
(44); magnesium by the thiazole yollov/ method of Droadoff 
and Nearpass (16) using twenty minutes to develop the 
color and a 615 filter. Satisfactory agreement was ob­
tained between this method and the thazole yellow method 
of Mikkelsen, I'oth and Prince (42) and the standard dibasic 
phosphate method (44), 
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IV. EXPERHAEHT^XL RESULTS 
A. Total Bases in Minerals 
The analyses of total haaaa in the minerals studiod are 
included in table 6. Oa, Mg, Ha and K are reported both on a 
per0ontage basis and as rnilliraoles per 100 grams for the S to 
,2 mioron fraction of all of the minerals. The major bases 
for the ground but untreated minerals] are also included in 
table 6, The analyses indicate that the minerals oonform 
reasonably v/ell to the theoretical compositions indicated in 
table 4. 
Table 6 
Total Bases in Minerals 







tion Oa Mfi na K Ca Mg Na K 
Olivine ' 0* .15 24.46 .07 .76 4 1006 3 19 
28.71 1180 
Augi te 0* 14.07 3.74 .26 .64 351 154 11 14 
*y 15.51 3.80 387 157 
Horn­ 0* 14.59 4.59 .72 .49 364 189 31 13 
blende 15.256 4.85 383 199 
Albite c* 2.70 .29 5.36 1.38 67 16 233 35 
6.02 1.02 262 26 
Labra- 0* 8.06 1.34 3.27 1.06 201 55 142 27 
dorite y'l' 8.02 3.47 200 151 
Mioro- 0* .12 1.20 1.66 10.38 3 49 72 266 
cline 11.22 287 
Anortho- 0* 2.60 .86 4.80 3.04 62 36 209 78 







 .70 .44 8.10 0 29 19 207 
vite 8.77 224 
Phlogo- Q>H 0.0 16.52 .02 8.27 0 679 1 212 
pite 16.56 8.96 681 229 
Biotite 0* 0,0 10.00 .28 7.65 0 411 12 190 




The composition of several minerals changed appreoiahly 
"by hydrolysis during fractionation. Olivine lost about 16 
percent of its total Mg, Augite loot almost 10 perocnt of 
the original On content v/heroas Mg was relatively unchanged. 
Possibly the amount of Ca in solution was sufficient to 
raise the pH enough to prevent appreciable loss of Mg from 
augite during fractionation. Hornblende lost about 5 percent 
of its Ga and Mg by hydrolysis of the gi'ound mineral, Albite 
lost about 11 perocnt of its lla content and ^^ained consider­
ably in K. This is difficult to-explain unless that portion 
of the mineral containing more IC accumulated in the finer 
fractions. Labrtidorite and anorthoclaae showed little change 
in composition. Microcline lost 7-^ percent of its total K 
content. 
The micas behaved similai'ly, all of them lost apurox-
imately 8 percent of their original IC content. As they were 
ground to about the ssune fineness, this could be expected. 
The Mg in both biotite and phlogopite v;as not affected by 
the water treatment, probably because of the incroase in pH 
resulting from the liydrolyzed K. 
B, Effect of Particle Size on Base Release 
The data obtained from the particle size experiment are 
presented in table 7. Hhioh of this data is shown graphically 
in figure 1. The initial release of bases prior to incubation 
4S 
la not included in the graphs. For convenlonoe the min­
erals will he discussed in the divisions shov/n in table 1, 
1, Orthosllloate Division 
Olivine v/as the only member of this division that v/aa 
studied, 'fhe rate of release of its Mg v/as found to "be 
muoh higher than the release of bases from any other mineral. 
The two silt sizes of olivine did not show muoh difference 
in the c^uantity of Mg released but for the clay fraction the 
rate was nearly doubled. A second ammonium acetate leaching 
imrneciiately following the first leaching of the olivine 
clay fraction incubated for 70 days, caused a further re­
lease of £5 millimoleg of Kg. This v/ould indicate some 
solxLtion effect by the ammonium acetate leachate. The 
.05 M, acetic acid had a much greater effect causing the 
release of between 14 and 27 millimoles of Mg, the amount 
released apx)arently being a function of the time of contact. 
H, Metaslllcate Pivision 
Augite and hornblende were the two minerals of this 
division that were Included in the investigation. For both 
of these minerals decreasing particle size caused a marked 
increase in the release of bases. After 70 days the release 
of Mg in both oases decreased to a very small value but con­
tinued to be released at an appreciable rate. For the coarse 
Table 7 
Millimoles of Bases Released at Successive Intervals from 
Fractionated Minerals Mixed v/ith H-3entonite 
{Millimiles per 100 g.)* 
Mineral Base Coarse Silt 
(Interval in days) 
0 35 '35 134 35 
Fine Silt : 
(Interval in days) 
0 35 35 134 35 : 
Coarse Clay 
(Interval in days) 
0 35 35 134 35 
Olivine Mg 8.2 23.7 19.2 15.0 3.5 12.8 27.1 16.3 10.1 2.4 40.6  51.9 27.2 10.9 12.4 
Augite Ca 3.0 .9 .5 .4 .5 3.2 1.6 .6  1.2 .2 39.6 8.4  2.9 4.7 1.1 
Mg 3.5 .1 .0 .1 .1 4.0 2.0 .3 .3 .0 6.1 10.9 3.2 2.2 .3 
Horn­ Ca 44.7 1.9 .6 .9 .3 - 76.7 4.5 1.0 1.6 .5 
blende Mg 3.5 6.9 .8 .3 .1 5.3 11.8 2.3 1.3 .3 
Albite* Na 4.0 .8 .4 1.3 .2 3.4 3.4 1.4 5.9 .0 33.2 10.3  3.6 4.8 ,8 
K 5.2 .4 .4 «4 .2 5.4 .6 .4 .8 .2 13.3 4.2 1.2 1.2 .0 
Labra- Na .7 .3 .2 .7 .1 .6 .4 .6 1.0 .0 2.8 1.3 .9 1.7 .9 
dorite Ca 3.2 1.0 1.9 1.0 .2 4.0 1.8  1.7 1.9 .4 15.5 4.5 2.4 3.4 1.9 
Micro- K .6 .2 .1 .1 .1 .7 .3 .1  .2 .1 6.8 2.8 .8 .6  .4  
cline 
Anortho- K 1.0 1.2 .2 .1 .1 1.3 1.4 .2 .2 .1 3.8 1.3 .7 .6 .2 
clase Na 2.4 5.4 .7 .7 .0 3.3 3.9 .7 1.1 .0 8.4  1.5 1.0 1.0 .5 
Musco­ K 9.4 4.3 .6 .4 .3 15.2 5.3 .9 .6 .2 37.6 18.8 8.8  1.1 1.8 
vite 
Phlogo- K 1.3 .8 .7 .7 .3 1.6 .9 .5 .5 .3 2.6 1.4 .5 .2 .1 
pite 1% 13.3 12.8 3.5 2.3 .6 16.4 16.0  4.4 2.4  .5 24.5  25.9 3.9 1.0 .4 
Biotite K .8 .6 .3 .1 .1 .8  .8 .3 .3 .1 2.3 1.6 .8 .4  .1  
3.0 .8 .1 .1 .0 1.1 
.3 .2 .0 7.4  6.6 1.8 .5 .0 
^Release data for albite are reported as millimoles /lOOO g. 
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olay fraction the ratio of Oa to Mg at the end of the 
third and fourth leacjhinf^ intervals tended to approach 
the moleoular ratio of these two elements in the original 
mineral. 
K, Msilioate Division 
Mlorooline, anorthoclase, alhite and lahradorito "be­
long to this division of minerals. The release of bases 
from these minerals inoroased with decreasing particle 
size except for Na release from anorthoolase, For no 
apparent reason the release of 13a from the two silt sizes 
of anorthoclasG during the first 25 day Interval was ab­
normally high. Subsequent release of Na decreased with 
increased particle size, 
The graphs for albite and anorthoolase are not shown 
in figure 1. Kxcopt for Ha in anorthoolase they closely 
approximate the graphs of mlorooline shown in figure 1 in 
form and relative differences in base release due to 
particle size. From figure 1 it can be seen that labra-
dorite is weathering at a much faster rate than raicroaline, 
The relative effect of particle size is more pronounced in 
the case of mlorooline than for labradorlte, Ca is released 
from labradorlte faster than the moleculfir ratio of Ha to 
Ca in the original mineral would indicate. 
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4. Mloa Dlvlalon 
The effeot of particle size on the mioas was aome-
v/hat variable. The release of IC from muscovlte and hiotite 
was not f^reatly different for the ooarae and fine silt 
fractions. A much greater release of K was ohtained from . 
the coarse clay fraction of m-iaoovite than from the silt 
fractions. For hiotite the difference between the release 
of K from the silt si^eo and coarse clay fraction were not 
as markeO,. This is probably due to the larger size limit 
of the clay fraction of biotite as shovin in table 5. 
The release of Mg from phlogopite and biotite was 
proportionally greater than the ratio of total K:Mg in 
these minerals would indicate. After 70 days incubation 
the release of Mt'? rapidly declined. In the final leach­
ing the ratio of K:Mg is phlogopite becanie about 1:3, 
Biotite almost ceased releasing Kg. iHiring the last leach­
ing interval there was no appreciable difference in the 
amount of K or Mg released from the three sisae fractions of 
biotite and museovite, 
G, Effeot of Ca- and H-S'aturation on Base Release 
The data from this experiment are included in tables 
8 find 9 and plotted in figure 2, 
Table 8 
Millimoles of Bases Released at Successive Intervals from Coarse 
Clay Fractions of Minerals Mixed v?itli H-Bentonite, 
Ca-H-Bentonite and Quartz Alone 
(Millimoles per 100 g) 
Mineral Base H-Bentonite : 1:1 Ca;E~Bentonite : No Bentonite 
(Interval in days) t (Interval in days) : (Interval in days) 
0 35 3? 204 35 : 35 35 204 35 : 35 35 204 35 91 







 12.4 12.1 5.8 10.4 4.5 8.2 3.9 3.9 2.9 2.6 
Augite Ca 39.6 8.4 2.9 4.7 1.1 2.0 1.1 1.9 .6 .9 
Mg 6.1 10.9 3.2 2.2 .3 3.S .7 .8 .0 2.8 1.8 1.2 .8 .5 
Horn­ Ca 76.7 4.5 1.0 1.6 .5 .8 .9 .5 .2 .4 
blende 5.3 11.8 2.3 1.3 .3 4.0 .9 .9 .2 2.0 2.1 1.4 .7 .4 
Albite ITa 3.3 1.0 .4 .5 .1 .5 .0 .1 .1 .4 .4 .3 .2 .2 
K 1.3 .4 .1 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .2 .2 .1 
Labra- Na 2.8 1.3 .9 1.7 .9 .7 .4 .5 .3 .5 .5 .6 .3 .5 
dorite Ca 15.5 4.5 2.4 3.4 1.9 1.6 3.4 3.0 1.4 1.4 
Micro- K 6.S 2.5 .7 .6 .3 1.6 .5 .2 .2 2.0 1.2 .9 .6 .5 
cline 
Anortiio- K 3.S 1.3 .7 .6 .2 1.4 .3 .2 .1 1.0 .7 .5 .3 .3 
clase Na 8.4 1.5 1.0 1.0 .5 3.7 .5 .7 .4 1.1 .9 .7 .3 .5 
Musco­ K 37.6 18,8 8.8 1.1 1.8 12.1 5.5 6.5 .4 11.6 7.6 6.8 3.4 3.5 
vite 
Phlogo- K 2.6 1.4 .'5 .2 1 .7 •3 .  > .2 .2 1.2 1.1 .7 .5 .3 
pite Mg 24.5 25.9 3.9 1.0 .4 7.7 2.0 2.2 1.7 10.2 8.8 6.0 2.8 .4 
Biotite K 2.3 1.6 .8 .4 .1 .7 .3 .1 .1 .6 .6 .6 .5 .5 
Me 6.6 1.8 .0 .8 .2 .2 .1 1.8 1.1 .8 .4 .0 
Table 9 
Millimoles of Bases Released at Successive Intervals from Coarse 
Clay Fractions of Minerals Mixed with Bentonite of 
Different Degrees of Ga-and H-Sataratioii 
(Millimoles per 100 g) 
Mineral Base H-Bentonite :1:1 Ca:H~Benton-:2:l Ca:H-3entonite: Ca-Bentocite 
{Interval in :ite (Interval in:(Interval in days): (Interval in days) 
days) :days) : : 
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From tables 8 and 9 and figure S it can be seen that 
in every instanoo except for the release of Ma from anortho-
olasG the partial substitution for Oa for H on the bentonito 
caused a decrease in the quantity of base released. The 
Oa-aaturated sojuples released fewer bases than the partially 
Oa-aaturated samples. The decrease v;as less pronounced for 
the feldspars oiid muscovite. 
Table 8 and figure Z show that the presence of bentonite 
did not affect all of the minerals to the same extent. In 
general the potash feldspars and micas showed the smallest 
increases in bases released by the addition of H-bentonite, 
D« Effect of Temperature on Base Release 
The data ahovdng the effect of temperature on base re­
lease are shown in table 10. The accumulative total K re­
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Figure 3 - Effect of Temperature on the'Rate of Release of IC 
from the Coarse Olay Fractions of Miorooline and. 
Muscovite "by Incubation with H-Bentonite 
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Table 10 
lilffect of Temperature on Base Roloase from the Coarse 
Clay Fractions of TVdorooline and IlusGOvite 
(Millimoloa per 100 grams) 
Mineral Inoubation 
period !l?emperature (degrees 0.) 
(days) 7 16 26* 41 
Microoline 0-25 S,1 S,8 3,8 4,7 
25-70 1.0 1,1 .8 1.2 
Muscovite 0-25 10.4 14,6 18.8 20.4 
35-70 5.1 5,a 8.8 2.4 
* ])ata from table 7. These samples were not incabated 
at the same relative humidity as was employed at the other 
temperatures. 
The release of K from microoline vjith increase in terap-
eratare increases lineai'ly if the data at B6 degrees G. are 
neglected. This may indicate that a solubility relationship 
is involved. For muscovite the K released with time tends 
to reach a maximum value v;hioh would indicate that some 
factor limits the release of K. Possibly, if the K moves 
out from the crystal lattice, the rate of diffasion is the 
limiting factor, 
E, Effect of Electrodialysis on Base Release 
The data from the electrodialysis experiment are includ­
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Effect of Eleotrodialyals at 100 Volts 
on Base Release 
(l/iillimoleG per 100 grama) 
Mineral Base Interval in days 
0* 0-7 7-14 14~S1 Bl-Zd 28-g5 
Miorocline K 4.58 E.04 ,68 ,45 ,02 ,32 
Ifuaoovite K 43.51 1.81 E.66 5.01 2,47 1.56 
Biotite IC I.IS 2.36 1.54 1.70 1.28 .63 
Hg 2.30 2.62 1.40 2.00 1.28 .78 
Qlivine 13.19 15.52 2.00 1.10 1.01 1.17 
'.Chese bases v/oro removed by ammonium acetate solution 
prior to oleotrodialysis. 
Of all the minerals eleotrodialyzecl the greatest re­
lease of bases was obtained from olivine. After 14 days 
the rate of release of Mg was constant. For musoovite 
a constant rate of release of IC may not have been attained 
in 35 days. At the completion of the experiment It v;as 
still releasing quite large quantities of K. From figure 
3 it would appear that the release of K from musoovite was 
somewhat inhibited during tho first 14 days. This may have 
been oauaed by the fixation of ammonia in the crystal 
lattice of musoovite during the ammonium aoetato extraction. 
If this ia the oaao both ammonia and 1i would be removed in 
the early stages of electrodialysis. The eimmonia was not 
det examined. 
The rate of release of Mg and K from biotite diminished 
slightly during the second weelc. This may have been caused 
by an accumulation of iron on the anode side of the filtering 
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orucible, tlms dooreaaing the diffasion rato of the bases. 
The aoounriulated Iron was removed periodloally, ^s.3 i,ig and K 
were removed in almost the same molar quantities from biotite 
and the ratio of Mg:K in the original mineral waa S:l, more 
K was removed than ooald be aocounted for by oolution of the 
mineral. Apparently K uan be replaced from biotite independ­
ently of Mg, 
Miorooline tended to release K at a progresaively de­
creasing rate. This may have been caused by the formation 
of a residual layer about the miorooline pai'tioles at? has 
been suggeGted by several v/orkers (IS) (2), It is tiloo 
pof33ible that K was replaced by H in the crystal lattice, 
and as more K was removed it became increasingly difficult 
for the H to replace it, 
F, Solution lilffect of Normal /immonium Acetate and 
Twentieth Molar Acetic Acid 
The solution effect of ammonium acetate was studied by 
releaching the coarse clay fraction of each mineral with 
400 milliliters of IS. ammonium acetate, This releaching 
was effected after the second incubation period. It was 
carried out imiriediately after the usual ammonium acetate 
leaching. The second ammonium acetate leachate from olivine 
contained about 2 millimolea of Mg, Mxiscovite and phlogopite 
released ,8 millimole of K and Kg respectively tmd mioro­
oline over ,1 millimole of K, These were the only measurable 
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quantities of "bases released by any of the minerals during 
this f^eoond leaching. 
The .05 M, aoetio acid leaohate following the ammonium 
aoetate leaching referred to in the preceding paragraph, was 
analysed for the principal "bases present. The duplicate 
olivine leachates contained 14 arjd 87 millimolos of Mg. As 
the time of contact v/ith acetio acid varied between samples, 
it is probable that this difference was due to the rate of 
leaching, ' i'he phlogopite leaohate contained S raillimoles 
of Mg and less than .2 millimole of K. Biotite and musco-
vite released about .4 and ,2 millimole of K. The release of 
bases from the remaining minerals varied from about 0 to .2 
millimole except for labradorite, llie labradorite leachatQ 
contained about 1 and .2 millimole of Ga and Wa, respaotively. 
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V. DISCUSSION 
The experimental results inclioate that minerals de­
compose at appreciable and widely divergent ratea. All 
minerals containing more than one principal base did not 
release thepe bases in the same relative proportion as 
mi^-^ht have been expected from their total analyses. Table 
12 shows the loss of the orincipal bases of the coarse clay 
fraction of the minerals di^ring the fractionation and leach­
ing processes. The release data from the mixt\ires of 
minerals with H-bentonite are presented in the table. 
Table IE 
Release of Bases during Fractionation and Treatment 
of tVie H-Saturated Coarse Clay Fraction of the 
Mineral-Bantonite Mixtures 
(Millimoles per 100 grams) 














Olivine Mg 1180 174 41 102 017 
Mgite Ca 087 06 40 17 90 
157 3 6 17 26 
Horn­ Ca 083 19 77 8 104 
blende Mg 199 10 6 16 01 
Albite Ka 262 29 0 2 04 
K 26 9* 1 1 -
Labra­ Oa 200 0 16 12 28 
dor it Q Ba 151 9 0 5 17 
Micro- K 287 21 7 6 00 
cline 
Anortho- Wa 210 2 8 4 14 
olase K 80 2 4 0 9 
Musco­ K 224 17 08 01 86 
vite 
Phlogo- Mg 681 2 24 01 57 
pite K 229 17 0 2 22 
Biotibe Mg 4-17 6 7 9 22 
K 211 18 2 0 20 
^ Gain 
09 
From the data in table 13 it oan be seen that olivine 
released abovit 37 percent of its oi'iginal total Mg diu'ing 
fractionation and incubation with H-bentonite for 240 days, 
Q?he samo treatment oaased the release of approximately 22 
percent of the original bases in augite and hornblende. Of 
the feldspars labradorite released about 14 ano. 11 peroent of 
its total Ga tmd Ka, respeotively; miorooline released 11,5 
peroent of its K, teiscovite> phlogopite and biotite released 
about 30,5, 9,6 and 11 peroent of their K, rospeotively. The 
total Mg content in phlogopite iind biotite decreased nearly 
8.5 and 5,5 percent, respectively. 
Data for the release of bases from albite and anortho-
clase during fractionation as shown in table 12 may not be 
comparable with the data for the other minerals. As 
suggested previously albite may have gained in potash feld­
spar during fractionation and this might explain the increase 
of 9 millimoles in K content of the coarse clay fraction. If 
this is so tho content of sodium feldspar v/ould be decreased 
by an amount corresponding to the increase in potassium feld­
spar. 
The anorthoolaao sample contained a dark mineral as an 
impurity. The sample came from Norway where it is commonly 
associated with augite (13), In the fractionation process 
this dark mineral may have hydrolyaed at a faster rate than 
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anorthoolasQ. 'i?he fraotionatea samples of anorthoolaae 
"became inoreaslngly lighter oolorod with dooreaae in pai'tiole 
3i?.e exoeyt for the porti'on lesa than .3 microns in diameter. 
This fine olay fraction was qaiite dark in color. If the dai'k 
mineral had a less rigid struotaire than anorthoolaae it is 
probahlG that grinding would result in fracture along the 
plf.\noa in which tho dai'k mineral was situated. This would 
result in many of the particleB having the dark, mineral on 
the outer surface, She dai*k mineral may have contained 
approoia"ble gjaantitios of Ha ond in the fractionation 
process the finer particle a were in contact v;ith water for 
progressively inoreasod periods of time, 'i?has more Ha 
ooald Viave "been liydrolyaod from the finer pax'ticles of 
anorthoclase during fractionation. This might explain the 
Mjsjh rato of release of Ha from bhe silt fractions. Further­
more, the coarse clay fraction of anorthoclase did not appear 
to contain much, if any, dark mineral, Tho loss of "but 
S millimolea of Na from the ooarse clay fraction of anortho­
olaae as reported in table I'i could then be attributed to 
differences in content of the dark mineral. 
Several minerals contained more than one base, The 
rates at which these bases v/ere released were not identical 
as oon be seen from table 12, 
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Table 12 
Relative Hatos of Release of Baaos from the Minerals 
Containing Two Prinolpal Bases by Inoubatlon 
with H-Bentonite 
(Molooular ratios) 
JlineFal Rat io Orig- ToiaT'*' riKJubati on KfrTod"" ^ clay a") 
inal Release 0- 70- 204-
Min. 0 35 70 204 239 
Augite Oa ;Mg E.5 3.6 6,4 .8 .9 2.3 3.9 
Hornblende Ga :Mg 1.9 0.4 14.4 .4 .5 1.2 1.6 
AlbltG Ka;K 10.1 - - S,5 2.5 K.O 4.0 
Labra- Ca :lSfa 1.0 1.6 5.6 5.4 2.8 2.0 2.2 
dorite 
Phlogo- Mg;K «.o 2.6 9,418.5 7.8 5.5 2.9 
pit© 
AnortVio- na:IC 2.6 1.6 2.2 1.2 1.6 1.8 2.0 
clase • 
Biotite 2,0 1.0 fS.E 4.2 2.2 1.2 
*These flgaroa wore obtained fran table 12. 
**The ratio is omitted In thoee Inataioes where the release 
of either "base waa nogligihlQ, 
The oompiitatlons in table 12 indicate that as tho 
length of the total inaahation period was inoreaaod the 
ratio of the two bases released tended to approach tho 
ratio of these tv;o base a in the original mineral. Biotite 
and auglte may bo exoeptions. Similar oaloulationa for the 
mineral samples inoubated with (luarta showed the same trend 
but the ratios were more variable. 
The rate of release of K from the principal IC-bearing 
minerals investigated, is represented graphically in figure 
5, The data for the ooarse olay fraction inoubated with 
H-bentonite were used. The aooumulated release of K from 
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musoovite was more than 6 times as great as that of miero-
oline, Mhilo anorthoolasQ contained a'bou.t one third as 
much K as "biotite and phlogopite, the K released was about 
the aame, The increaoed rate of release of K for musoovite 
and microcline during the last 36 day interval may have 
"been due to the aoetio aoid treatment removing accumulated 
seaquioxidea. 
The general form of the release curves in figui'es 
1, 8 and 4 is the same for all of the minerals. A. rapid 
initial period of base release tends to level off to a con­
stant rate. Several v/or3cers (E)(12) have suggested that 
primary v/eathering products form a residual layer around 
the unweathered minerals. This may be the explanation for 
the decrease in the rate of base release with time from 
olivine, augite and hornblende, at least. These three 
minerals are similar in that divalent bases link the silica 
tetrahedra or chains together in the crystal lattice. It 
is not possible for monovalent H to replace the divalent 
bases v/ithout decomposing the minerals. If the residual 
iron, alumina, silica and bases v/ere removed as weathering 
progressed, it is reasonable to expect that the minerals 
v;ould continue to brealcdown at a fairly constant rate. In 
the incubation experiments reported the bases v;ere removed 
periodically but the removal of the other ^feathering pro­







Figure 6 Tl ME IW DAYS 
Rate of Release of K from the Coarse Oiay Praotion of some 
K-Bearing Minerals during Inoutation with H-Bentonite 
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The aecuinulation of primai'y weathering prochiota may 
also affect the feldspars. Alexander and Hondrioka (2) 
have pointed out that primaj.-'y weathering products from the 
feldspars aooumulato close to the weathering aiirface. Aa 
Ka and K form aoluhle aluniinates it is possible that the 
aluminum could move some distance before being precipitated 
in an insoluble form, Ca aliiminate is unstable and decomposes 
in v/ater. 
The crystal chemistry relationships of the bases in the 
feldspars is different than in olivine, augite or hornblende. 
The bases in the feldspars are held in fairly open channels 
and are not fiii integral part of the crystal structure but 
merely balance the surplus charge (7). If solution of the 
feldspars is negligible, the decrease in base release could 
be due to the difficulty of H replacing bases deeper in the 
crystal lattice. The different feldspars do not vary greatly 
in the unit cell constants (7). Apparently, replacing the 
relatively large IC ion by smaller Ha ions causes the unit 
cell to collapse slightly. Although the Ma ion is smaller 
than the Oa ion, the higher coordination number of the Ga 
causes a further distortion and a doubling of the length 
of the c axis in the Oa feldspars (7), Due to lattice dis­
tortion it could be expected that Oa feldspars would be 
considerably less stable than the Ha and K feldspars. 
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Similarly, Na foldspar may be somev/hat less stable than 
K feldspar. As the ionio radius of II is very anall the 
replacement of any of the bases in the feldspars by H must 
cause a very great distortion of the crystal. It is doubt-
fal if an H feldspar exists, 
Judgin^i from the differences in the rates of release 
of Ca and Na in labraaorite shown in fi^^ure B, and talcing 
into account the Ga:H ratio of 1.2:1, nonetheless Ca is 
being released faster than Ha, A compai'ison of the graphs 
in fit'jure 2 for Na and K in albite , mlcrocline and anortho-
clase also leads to the conoluaion that Ca Is being released 
at a faster rate than either Ha or K, Oompai'ison of the 
rates of release of K and Na in albite, mioroolino and anortho-
olaae indicates that IC is released faster than Ka if molecular 
ratios are talcen into consideration. 
Of the micas investigated IC was released from muscovite 
at the fastest rate. As for olivine, augite, hornblende and 
the feldspars, a rapid initial period of base release from 
the micas leveled off to a relatively constant rate, I'his 
may be attributed in part to the formation of a residual 
layer of decomposition products ai'ound the weathering min­
eral, Assuming that the release of K from the micas was 
mainly due to diaplacemfint of IC by H in the interlattice 
position, the weathering rate would be decreased as tVie dis­
tance tlirough v/hich the K had to diffuse increased. 
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Biotlte and phlogopite did not diffQi' appreciably in 
the rates with v/iiioh their K was replaoed. However, the 
release of Mg from biotite and phlogopite v/aa not similar, 
For biotite the ratio of Mg :K in the original mineral was 
about E:l, but the ratio of Mg;K released during fraction­
ation and treatment with H-bentonite as indicated in table 
12, was nearly 1:1, The ratio of the release of Mg:K ob­
tained by electrodialysis of biotite was also approximately 
1:1. 
If the ratio of Mg:K in the bases released from 
Mg~bearing micas was similar to the same ratio in the mineral, 
then decomposition of the mineral would be indicated unless 
Mg was replaoed by some other suitable cation such as A1 or 
Pe. As this v;as not the case for biotite, K appears to have 
moved independently of Mfj, K is sitxiated between the silica-
alumina sheets of the micas and, lilce the bases of the feld-
spai's, balances a surplus negative charge. However, one K 
ion may partially balance the charee on both the sheet above 
and below it, Thus K can form a bonding force holding the 
silica-alumino, layers of mica together. It is conceivable 
that replacement of K by H would not lead to instability of 
the mica structure, 
Denison and associates (14) observed that during 
weathering both muscovite and biotite lost K although these 
minerals retained their crystal structure. I'heir study 
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indicated tho.t woathered imisoovite in soil v/aa more variable 
than "biotite in K oontent» They attributed this variation 
to the formation of secondary musoovite during weathering 
processes. Barshad (g) has shov/n that biotite can be con­
verted into vermiculite by prolonged leaching with MgClg, 
TW.8 shows that although the interlattioe ions can be re­
placed, the basic structure of biotite is relatively stable, 
a conclusion also arrived at in this study. 
From the data in tables 12 find 13 it appears that Mg 
and K tend to be released from phlogopite in the ratio they 
were present in the original mineral, Ag disoussod above, 
the release of Iu/5 from biotite was not ecxaivalent to the 
release of As Mg is present in both phlogopite and bio­
tite in the octahedral layer, the data for the release of 
bases from phlogopite would indicate that release of K is 
accompanied by a breakdown of the octahedral layer. Thus 
biotice and phlogopite seemingly v/eather differently, al­
though the reason is not apparent, Pau.ling (40a), in dis­
cussing the non-existenoe of a Mg analogue of kaolinite 
suggests that an ootrahedrally coordinated Mg layer would 
cause the kaolinite-type layer to curve, leading to in­
stability of the structure. Perhaps in the case of phlogo­
pite the K ion increases the stability of the lattice v/hich 
consists of a brucite layer lying between two silica tetra-
hedral layers. But when K is removed the basic structure 
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bGoornGs unatablo and Mg is also released. 
It is interesting to ai'range the minerals studied in 
order of stability. From the total base release data in 
table IE the minerals wcrald be more easily weathered in the 
following; order; olivine > hornblende > augite > rnusoovito > 
phlogoi)ite > biotitQ= labradorite > ulbite) microcline > 
anorthoolase, The position of albite is in doubt as Ca 
was not incliided in the total bases released. As discussed 
previously, the release of bases dtiring the fractionation 
of albite v/as peculiar. If data from the last release of 
bases from the H-bentonite coarse clay system shown in table 
7 are used as criteria for a stability series the minerals 
would be more easily weathered in the following order; 
Olivine > labradorite) muscovite> augite> hornblende) anortho­
olase) phlogopite) microoline)> albite = biotite , 'i?his latter 
stability series probably more closely approximates the re­
lease of bases that could be anticipated from these minerals 
in soil. While both mechanical disintegration and hydrolysis 
of minerals probably occur in soils, it is unlikely that the 
effects would be as i)ronounoed as those attained in the grind­
ing and fractionation processes involved in the investigation 
of these minerals. On the other hand the minerals were in­
cubated in a more acid medixim than is enoountered in soils. 
In general neither of these two series differs radically 
from the stability series of Goldich (17) except for the 
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position of muscovitQ, (Joldioh based hia stability series 
on the order of cVisappearance of minerals during weathering 
of rooks, The position of muscovito is not unexpected as 
])Gnl3on and associates (14) have shov/n that musoovite oa,n 
be idontifiec! in the soil even after niuoh of the K has been 
removed, 
Oortain inferences pertinent to soils can bo made from 
this investigation. As the rate of release of bases from 
minerals decreased with particle size, it is important to 
know the sisse distribution of tlio minert^ls in soils in order 
to Qstiraate the probable rate of base release, Tiias frac­
tionation of soils at small size intervals, particularly of 
the smaller size classes, should be of value. It is likely 
tliat the smallest size fraction containing a certain mineral 
in appreciable quantities, is I'eaponsible for much of the 
base release in noil from that mineral. 
In this study the release of bases from minerals by 
mechanical disintergration v/as alino appreciable, in soils, 
freezing ajnd thav/ing, wetting and drying and other agencies 
which promote physical disintegration, would also increase 
the amount of bases released, 
This investigation indicated that the degree of Oa or 
H saturation of the colloidal complex may be important in 
determining the rate of release of bases from soils. In­
creasing the Ca saturation of the colloid should have a 
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mar Iced effect in dooreaalnijj iDasQ releaao, Gonvoraely, 
increasing tho H saturation should inoroaso the l')ase re-
leaae of minerals in aoila. IMiIej prohahly explains in 
Ijart why almost unv/taatherecl fjraina of mineraD.a aro oomiuonly 
found in oaloarooua rioila or in soils with a hiij^h degree of 
Ca saturation, The relationship between saturation of the 
colloid with hasea other than Ca, and base release from 
minerals wag not investi^ijatod. 
I'he effect of temperature on base releaso from musco-
vite and laiorooline was found to be appreciable in tho 
temperature range commonly found in soil. The temperature 
Qffeot v;aG more pronounced on fresh mineral supfaoea than 
on partially v/eathered surface a. This may be due to 
residual weatherinfj products minimiaing the effect of temp­
erature on bhe release of baaes from partially weathered 
aurfaoes, 
I'he graphs in fi^^rea 1 and 2 clearly indicate that 
as weathering increased the rate of release of bases from 
all of the minerals studied decreased, regardless of treat­
ment, Thus it is important bo Icnow which minerals ai.'e 
present in soils and v/hethor they are in a fresh or a 
weathered state, 
I'he release of K from the K-bearing feldspars, namely 
anorthoclase and microoline and from the micas, pai'tioularly 
muscovite, indicated that these could be important sources 
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of IC in aoils. 'Ihe magriibiid.e of the releasQ of K from 
these minerals v/oald of coursf) depend on the ui'ze and state 
of weathering of the mineral as well as the dogPGO of H 
saturation of the colloid, 
Few speoifia statements from this study ctin be made 
at the present time with regard to Iowa soils. Although 
some mineralo{^lcal data are available for some of the 
pleistocene soil parent materials (25), no data for primary 
minerals are available for soil profiles. Some data is 
available for K release fx'om unfraotionated soil profile 
samples (29)(27a), Several soil series saoh as the I'arshall 
and Sharpsburg series released high amounts of K while soils 
like the Seymour sei'ies released moderate amounts of K. ®he 
Mai'shall and Sharpsburg series have profiles vdth slight 
horizon differentiation whereas the Seymour series has a 
strongly developed clay aooumulation horiaon. These aeries 
are developed from loess v;hoae origin presumably was the 
Missouri River bottomlands and apparently had a high content 
of ic-bearing minerals. 
Larson (37a) found that a Weller soil released about 
the aaitio amount of K as a Fayette soil. The Weller aeries, 
a forest analogue of Seymour, is more strongly v/oathered 
than the Fayette aeries, also a forest derived soil, The 
reason for the unexpectedly low release from the Fayette 
7B 
aa oomparecl to the V/eller soil may he due to a low K-
hQa-ring minorsil oontGnt of the parent loess. The looas 
from which tho Fayette profile wo a derived pi-esumahly had 
it a origin in the Iov;an drift plain, 'i'he V'/el.l.er scriea and 
tliG Shai'pshurg .and iViarahall gerioa were developed from 
similar looas. Detailed gtudieg on the mineai'al oompoaition 
and release studies of fraotionated soil profile samples 
mi|!7,ht aid in expl<iining the ciifferenoea in the K-release 
from the I''ayotte and Vieller profiles. 
Larson (37a) found that Ihe release of K from the 
Floyd and G£ir*rington series, soils derived from lowan 
drift, was lower than for the Wehstei'' soil, a Kankato 
drift derived soil. A^ain mineralogioal analyses ;and 
release studios of fractionated samples may indicate the 
reason for tlieae diffcrenooa. 
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VI SOT^MARY MD CONCniSIONS 
A study was undertaken to determine the effect of 
particle aize, degree of Oa and H saturation, temperature 
and time on the rate of release of "bases from "bentonite-
mineral mixtures. Accordingly, pure mineral specimens of 
some of the minerals commonly fo'ond in soils, v/ere obtained. 
The minerals that were selected included representatives 
from each of the principal structural type^ of ailioate 
minerals and included olivine, augito, hornblende, albite, 
labradorite, microoline, anorthoclase, muscovite, phlogopite 
and biotite. 
'.Uhe minerals were pulverized in a ball mill and then 
fractionated in water by syphoning off the finer fractions 
at a time calculated from Stokes' Law. 0}he clay fraction 
was separated at tVie .3 mioron level in a sup or centrifuge, 
The minerals appeared to undergo some mechanical breakdown 
due to shaking. All the minerals except hornblende dis­
persed on shaking in water. For hornblende only the silt 
fraction could be separated from the clay fraction. 
The effeot of fractionation on the bases in the minerals 
was investigated by determining the amount of total bases 
in the coarse clay size of the minerals and the principal 
bases in the ground but untreated minerals. 
The effeot of particle size on the release of bases 
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from minerals was atudiQcJ. by douerraiuiiig tho amounts of the 
pr'lncip;\l iDaaea reluased from three uifferout size fractions 
Inoubated vd Ih H-bentonltQ aiid pure wilt aiae t|aat»tz. The 
ratio of mineral :Bentonite :Quartz was 2:8:0, 'i'he mlneral-
"bentonite-ciunrtz mixtures wore placed In porous Ijottomed 
onrlolhles .und then loached withK, annnonium acetate follov/ed 
by ,05 M, aootio aold In order to reaat,urate the colloid 
v;lth H, Similar leachings were repeated at Intf^rvala for 
289 days, .During incubation bhe samples vfere stored in a 
humid atmosphere maintained at approximately 36 degrees 0, 
The ammonium acetate leachates were analyr.ed for the 
principal bases contained in them. The acetic acid ex­
tracts were not aiialyzed except for the one following the 
second incubation period. The acetic acid leachates following 
the second incubation period were analyzed for the a. me bases 
that wore determined in the ammonium acetate leachates. 
The effect of various degrees of Oa ;.>nd H saturation 
was studied by incubatinf^ the cof.irso clay fraotions of 
the minerals with bentonite and quarta in the same ratio 
as was used in the partiole size experdment. The mixtures 
were first leached v;ith 1 ajinmonium acetate siicceeded by 
one of the following acetate solutions: (1),05 M, Oa and 
, 0 5  M ,  H  ( 1 : 1  C a : H ) ,  { 2 )  , 1  M ,  O a  a r i d  , 0 5  K ,  H  ( 2 : 1  O a : n ) ,  
(3) ,05 M, Oa (Ca-saturated), The ammonium acetate ax-
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tracts v;ere analyzed for tho principal baaoa except Ca, 
All minerals were inclii.dod in t^ie 1:1 Ga;H treatment ljut 
only BU-gite, tilbite, microcline, Liotite and rauscovite 
v/ero inolvidod in the ?3:1 Oa:H troatment and the Ga-
aaturated treatment. Other than the differeiicea in the 
resaturation leachate, tho samples were treated the same 
as in the partiole size experiment, including the use of 
the same incuhation periods between leaohing operations. 
The coarse olay fraction of all of the minerals v/aa in-
ouhated v/ith quartz alone in order to appraise the effect-
iveneaa of "bentonite as a weathering agent, Tho aomploa 
were re saturated with H after the ammonium acetate ex­
tractions. 
The effect of temperature on "base release v/as observed 
on the coarse olay fractions of microcline and muscovite, 
Stimplea of these minerals v/ere stored, in humid atmospheres 
maintained at 7, 16 and 41 degrees G, 'She sample a were 
treated with Jimmonium acetate followed hy resaturation 
with H hy ,05 M, acetic acid, 
The release of "bases from the cofArse clay fractions of 
olivine, microcline, muscovite and hiotite were electro-
dialyzed at a potential of 100 volts for 5 weeks. The 
solutions were changed weekly and the hases contained in 
tho cathode chamher were determined. 
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From the above experiments the following oonclusions 
wore indicated regardinfj base release from minerals: 
1, The hydrolysis of ground minerals is appreciable 
but the extent of hydrolysis of bases varies between 
the different minerals and the different ions in 
the same mineral. 
3, 'fhe release of bases from minerals increases with 
decreasing particle size but the extent to which 
pai'ticle siae influences base release varies with 
different minerals. 
Increasing the ratio of Ga:H on the colloidal 
complex decreases the rate of base release. 
4. Base release increases with temperature but the 
effect of increased temperature on base release 
decreases with time. 
5. H-bentonite is an effective weathering agent 
but its effectiveness varies between minerals, 
6, The mechanism by which bases are released from 
minerals by eieotrodialysis seems to be governed 
by the same limitations as release by H-and Ca-
bentonite but the rates differ. 
7. Freah minerals release bases at a fast rate but 
this rate rapidly decreases with time. It 
appears that the residual primary weathering 
products retard the release of bases from min-
erals^ presumably by accumulating close to the 
weathering surface. 
8, Apparently the release of bases from olivine, 
augite, hornblende, albite, labradorite, micro-
dine, anorthoclase and phlogopite is accompanied 
by the breakdova of the crystal lattice in those 
minerals, Ivluscovite and biotite do not become 
unstable when K is released, an opinion of 
numerous investigators. 
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9, The ratio of the roleaae of tv/o ions present in 
the sanie mineral tends to approximate the ratio 
in which these ions are present in the unv/eathered 
mineral» with increasing time. 
10* The silt coarco clay fractions of the IC-hearing 
minerals studied release bases at appreciable rates. 
The reloaae of K from unweathored museovite pro­
ceeded at a much faster rate than from phlogopite, 
biotite and the feldspars. All of these minerals 
could be Important sources of K if present in 
soils. 
11, The order vdth which the minerals studied release 
bases approximates i^-oldicha' (17) stability series 
with the exception of museovite. 
Prom the above observations it appears that the rates 
of release of bases from soils i.voald be affected by the 
types of minerals present, the si^.e distribution of these 
minerals, the de^^ree of Oa saturation of the colloid, and 
to a lessei? extent, by the temperature, Due to the lack of 
mineralogioal data for lov/a soils no pertinent observations 
o n bo made. 
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